Introduction
For a curve X in P 3 (see Notation), we define the basic sequence of X to be the sequence of positive integers (a',n^ ..., n a ',n a+l ,..., n a+b ) (4>0) which satisfies the three conditions described below, and denote it by B(X) (see [2; §!]).
(I.I) a<n l <n 2 <"'<n a ,n l <n a+1 <n a+2 <"'<n a+b , where (n a+l9 ..., n a+b ) is empty if b = 0. Generally, it is not easy to determine the basic sequence of an arbitrary curve or to decide whether or not a given basic sequence actually corresponds to a curve of some good nature (smooth, irreducible etc.). In this paper we treat the second problem in the case where B:=B(X) takes the simplest form, a<ni<~-<n a <n a+l < •••<n a+t <a+l, and prove an existence theorem for smooth irreducible curves with such basic sequences. When B fulfills this condition, we say that B is neat. 
Theorem (1.4) e A neat basic sequence B is realised by a smooth irreducible curve in

3) B=(a;a a ;(a + iy) with Q<b<p(a-l),
4) B=(a;a c , (a-fl) flc ; (a+1) 5 ) with l<c<a-l,Q<b<a-2,
5) B=(a;a",a e , (fl+l) 6~0 with l<c<b-l<a-3, where p(n) =[w/2] (n -[w/2]) and [#] denotes the integral part of x,
A curve with neat basic sequence is a curve of maximal rank (see (1.11) ), so it is natural to expect that the basic sequences of the curves given by Ballico-Ellia in [5] are neat. This is verified at least in two cases; in particular the cases (a\a a \a b ) with <6< (fl~2) P correspond to smooth irreducible curves (see (1.12) ). On the other hand, by the works on protectively Cohen-Macaulay curves [9] and arithmetically Buchsbaum curves [1] , [2] , [3] and [7 ; § 5] , we know a lot of smooth irreducible curves having neat basic sequences which satisfy Q<b<a/2 (see (1.13)). In view of these facts the theorem above has been worked out with the aim of widening the known range of existence 0 The result, however, gives only a partial answer and the problem still remains open. In each case, the proof of the theorem consists of two steps. In the first step, we construct a reduced singular curve which has a given neat basic sequence and whose support is a connected union of lines, starting with a projectively Cohen-Macaulay singular curve X 0 such that B(Xo) = (a', a a ) and then removing suitable lines from it. In the second step, with the help of the criterion for the smoothability of a singular curve due to Hartshorne-Hirschowitz [10] and Sernesi [12] , it is shown that the curve obtained in the first step is flatly smoothable in P 3 . In our case, we need cumbersome computations of polynomials to verify the conditions in the criterion, for the geometric method as in [10] or [12] cannot be applied,, Each singular curve appearing in the course of the proof has only plane singularities, but their multiplicities are larger than two in most cases. If we prefer only nodes as singular points, we can deform the curve flatly in P 3 over an irreducible parameter space so that it becomes a union of lines, no three of which meet at a point. This enables us to get new smoothable stick figures (see [10] , (7. 1) and (7.2) ). In this paper we do not at all discuss the fundamental but subtle problem whether or not integral curves with the same neat basic sequence form an irreducible open subscheme of Hilb(P 3 ), because the answer is not obtained except in few simple cases where it is known to be affirmative.
Notation
The ground field k is of characteristic zero and algebraically closed. We mean by the word curve an equidimensional complete scheme over k of dimension one without any embedded points,, The Let B=(a',n l9 ... 9 n a ',n a+l9 ...,n a+ i) (a>l,b>Q) be a sequence of positive integers. We will call its three sections divided by semicolons the head, the body and the tail in order and refer to the subsequence (fl;«i, . . . , w a ) as the principal part of B. The head is denoted by a(B) and the number 6, which we call the size of the tail, by b(B). In the case b(B)=Q,B consists of the principal part only. We put
and call deg (B) and gen(B) the degree and the genus of B respectively. When B is the basic sequence of a curve in P 3 , they coincide with its degree and arithmetic genus (cf. [2 ; Remark 1.9]).
Lemma (1.2) . With the notation above, put B'= (a;n l9 ..., 7z a _ x , n a + l',n a +i,..., n a+b ) and B" = (a\n l9 ..., n a ;n a+1 ,..., n a+bj n) for a positive integer n. Then
Definition (1.3). We say that a sequence of positive integers (ami,..., n a ',n a +i,..., n a+b ) (0>1,£>0) is neat or is a neat basic sequence if it satisfies the inequalities a<ni<-~<n a <n a+l <">*<n a+ i,< a+1.
We begin by establishing some numerical properties of neat basic sequences. First, the formula (1.1) yields where Proof. 1) Apply next( ) successively, starting with B <g^ and use 1) of (1.8).
2) Let g be a nonnegative integer which has the expression (1.6) and B a neat basic sequence such that gen(5) =g. Suppose a( If a>3, we must have by (1.5) and 2) of (1. Now we pass on to a description of known examples of smooth irreducible curves with neat basic sequences. Recall that a curve X in P 3 is said to be of maximal rank if it satisfies A°(«/"^(w)) X =0 for all integers n (see [5] 
2) If all the entries of the body and the tail of B coincide with a + l 9 
and A°(^jr(a+l)) =JP B (a+l) =a + 6 + 4. In this case the entries of the tail of B(X) must be fl+1, therefore B(X) =B a The inequalities d>g+3, g>Q imply Proof. Since the stalk of T l x at P is the local deformation space of a plane singularity, a nonzero element of T l x \ P corresponds to a deformation which strongly smooths P. Thus the proof of [10] Hence B(&J=B(X) for all yGEF by (2.9.2) and (1.2).
In the proof of Theorem (I. 4), the hypotheses of (2. 6) and (2. 8) will be verified with the use of the lemmas below.
Let (ji) i^i be a sequence of elements of k such that fr^jv for i^j, s and t indeterminates over k and Ui=s -f { t (i>l). Given integers 72 9 r satisfying 0<r<rc 9 Proof. Since h m and h' n are relatively prime, we have dim^E) =mn 0 The assertion being obviously true for m = 1, we proceed by induction on m. Suppose that m>l and that (2. 14. o,^ -0 (0</^<72 -1) for reasons of degree, and hence from (2.14. z?z the case 3)) 8 Proo/. Clear by (2.13) and (2.14). §3o Curve with B=(a;a*',a*)
We will construct in this section a smoothable and connected curve of the form Z (A) for each pair (a, b) Given a positive integer a, let/, denote the homogeneous polynomial The rest of this section is devoted to the proof for the smoothability of X t (0<6<|0(a) ). Let us begin by describing a method to construct global sectios of N X!> and N Xo \ Xl . First set In the argument below, we will use the following term 0
Definition (3.8). Let X be a subscheme of X Qa By a pre-normal of X we mean a row vector v=(Vu) Q < v < a with v v^Ra (0<v<a) such that all the components of v<p lie in I x .
Note that a pre-normal of Proof. We will prove the assertions by induction on a. The case a=l is trivial. Assume that 0>1 and that the assertions are true for a-1. Replacing a by a -1 in the formulae which have been described in this section, one obtains the curves, the polynomials and the maps associated with the integer a -1 in the same manner a We denote them by the same symbols with ~ attached on the heads. Proof. We first consider the case 1=1. 1) Easy by (3.11).
2) Since ^ is locally the multiplication by H\(\i/2J) (l<i<2/>+!) 9 H\(p + \) (2p + 2<i<2p + q+l) or //}(/>) (2p + q + 2<i<a) on f/J(l< x<<z) (cf. §1), the assertion follows from (3. 11).
3) By the lemma below, we have H 1 (Q,j f(J )=0. Hence, it follows from 1) and (2.6) that HHQAj) =0.
As for the case 1 = 2, the reasoning that we have carried out is applicable to Qx b by exchanging the roles of (jy 0 Zi,P], P?, U\ 9 £/?) and (Za-i+i 9 ya-i+i 9 Pl-i+i 9 Pl-i+i 9 Ul-i+i 9 Ul-i+i) (l<i<a). Consequently analogous results hold for Q 2 Xb as well. The method of the previous section can of course be applied to the construction of curves with the other kinds of neat basic sequences, too. We will next consider curves having (a\ (a + l) fl ; (a+ I) 6 Recall that the number of the lines contained in X b _i and passing through P l q+2 p+i (resp. P (a-p-l}+q (l<q<a-2p-2, 0<p<l(a-1) Proof. Easy by (6.1) and (2.14).
Lemma (3.13). (cf. [8 ; Proposition 2]). H l (N XQ )=Q.
For each b (0<b<p(a)) the curve
Since the stalk of E 1 ' /. at P-(Z=l,2 5 l<i<fl) is isomorphic to X X or one of the corresponding stalks of E 1 Y /XQ which appeared in Sections 3 and 5 5 we find by (3.11) 5 (4.3), (5.4) 9 (6.1), (6.2) and their consequences that X' b is smoothable for 0<b<a -3 0 The result is known well for X' Q (cf 0 [9] ). This completes the proof of Theorem (1.4). It will be interesting if we can prove that every neat basic sequence with positive degree and nonnegative genus is realised by a smoothable stick figure.
Deficiency Modules
Next, let us look a little bit into the deficiency module of each smooth irreducible curve C we have constructed. It is desirable that the equality
should hold for all rc>0, but this cannot be checked instantly, because unfortunately the singular curves used in the proof of (1. 4) do not necessarily satisfy the same equality beforehand. Let M be a graded ^-module of finite length. If the structure of M is thoroughly understood, it is rather easy to construct a curve X which has a basic sequence given beforehand, such that M(X) ~M up to shift in grading,, Suppose that M has a minimal free resolution of the form Note that the resulting curve lies on D.
